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T

he importance of extracellular matrix (ECM) integrity in maintaining normal tissue function is highlighted by numerous
pathologies and situations of acute and chronic injury associated with dysregulation or destruction of ECM components. Heparan
sulfate (HS) is a key component of the ECM, where it fulfils important functions associated with tissue homeostasis. Its degradation
following tissue injury disrupts this delicate equilibrium and may impair the wound.
Healing process: ReGeneraTing Agents (RGTA®s) are polysaccharides specifically designed to replace degraded HS in injured
tissues. The unique properties of RGTA® (resistance to degradation, binding and protection of ECM structural and signalling
proteins, like HS) permit the reconstruction of the ECM, restoring both structural and biochemical functions to this essential
substrate, and facilitating the processes of tissue.
Repair and Regeneration: Furthermore, combined with cell therapy, RGTA® will participate in the regeneration process by
providing a niche for cell homing. Several polymers have been tailored for specific tissues.
Here, we review 25 years of academic and company research surrounding this HS mimic, supporting the mode of action, preclinical studies and therapeutic efficacy of RGTA® in the clinic. With over 50 000 patients treated for the first two products on the
market, for skin and cornea injury, with randomized controlled trials supporting the first pilot studies and with a pipeline for several
RGTA® based product and an example of translational research from academy to industry.
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